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Chapter 1
The Meeting
Ryan Miller was 22 years into his career in sales and marketing and he'd hit a wall.
Ryan was the Vice President of Sales and Marketing for Wolfson Furniture, a well-established furniture
company. An employee-owned company, Wolfson sold office furniture and systems through retail outlets
and through its website. Ryan had led the charge to get on line, and the site was now directly or indirectly
involved in more than half of new sales. Things had been pretty good for most of the time Ryan had been
with the company. Wolfson had focused on law firms and software companies, and since they were both
growing quickly in the 80s and 90s, they had seen no need to branch out into additional industries. Their
chosen client base had money to spend and there was lots of business to go around to all the companies that
focused on them. Ryan had been well paid, with stock and stock options, and had figured he had it made.
But now things were difficult. Lately, Wolfson had been struggling. The economy was rough. Businesses
were closing – both clients' and competitors'. With massive layoffs throughout the industry, the long-term
relationships Wolfson had been cultivating were gone. Everybody had cut back, and the marketing materials Ryan’s people were using were having little effect in getting appointments. Even when his salespeople could get appointments they couldn’t seem to close the deal.
Ryan was concerned for the company, especially watching his ownership shares becoming worthless. He
was also concerned about morale. If business slowed any more they would have to start laying people off
again and they had already reduced staff twice; they were now down by 50% from last year.
But Ryan was even more concerned for his family. With two boys in high school and college expenses
starting next year, he had been counting on his stock to get them through that comfortably. His wife Christina earned decent money at her job with a boutique insurance company, but certainly not enough to support
their home and lifestyle in Short Hills, a well-to-do suburb in New Jersey. If he couldn’t get sales and marketing back on track, Wolfson would be on the road to bankruptcy and Ryan would be looking for a job in
an environment that was anything but friendly. And Christina’s job wasn’t looking all that stable, either,
what with the big changes in the insurance industry and layoffs rampant in her company.
Sitting at Penn Station, sweating from the summer heat and waiting for his train home, Ryan fantasized
about trading it all in and joining the Peace Corps. His reverie was interrupted when he heard someone behind him call out, “Ryan? Is that you my old friend?”
Ryan turned around and saw a portly Hasidic man with a big smile on his face. Ryan had seen Hasidic Jews
before. New York was a center of Hasidic life, so they were a common sight in most parts of the city and in
many nearby suburbs. Ryan was accustomed to their long black coats, long hair and beards, and of course
their trademark broad-brimmed black fedoras. He had often wondered how they could stand to wear all that
heavy black clothing in this summer humidity. But Ryan couldn’t remember knowing any Hasidic Jews
personally. Ryan had gone to Livingston High School (sole claim to fame: matriculated Jason Alexander),
which had had a substantial Jewish population, so he certainly knew a lot of Jews. But as a non-religious
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Christian himself, he had not interacted with anyone with a serious religious identity in many years.
“Do I know you?” Ryan asked, confused.
“Do you know me?” The stranger asked with a hint of sarcasm attached. "We know each other ten years, go
to high school, I even let you date my sister! I mean, sure, she dumped you, but did that affect your memory? Or did you get a knock on the keppe at that fancy college?”
Ryan couldn’t believe his ears. “Lenny? Is that really you?!?” Ryan hadn’t seen his friend since high
school, when Ryan had headed down to Georgetown University in Washington. He was shocked that Lenny
recognized him 26 years later, and even more shocked at the change in Lenny.
Lenny had been a skinny kid with a buzz cut and an attitude. Now he was big, a lion of a man, with a massive beard covering much of his face and curly sideburns cascading down out of his black hat. Ryan remembered Lenny’s family being religious. They were kosher, if he remembered correctly, but this was ridiculous. “Lenny, when did you become, you know, all this," he said, indicating the hat, clothing, and hair.
Lenny laughed. “Yeah, I guess you didn't get the memo. While you were living it up in DC I spent five glorious years at Rutgers University, just an hour from home, though I lived on campus instead of commuting.
So while I was there I started going to a religious center called Chabad house, which had the best kosher
food on campus. I didn’t grow up around many really observant people, and the devotion of the people in
Chabad really appealed to me. They spent so much time studying the Torah!” Ryan remembered that the
Torah was the Jews’ name for their Bible and other religious tracts. Lenny continued, happy to tell a story
he had clearly told many times before. “The Torah scholars I met on trips to New York always impressed
me, too. I’d always wanted to spend more time studying Torah so a few years back I figured, why not go all
the way?”
Lenny explained that after college he had built a good packaging business. “I was blessed with success and
leisure time,” he said. “I got married, had two daughters and a son, became a family man. Here, take a
look.” Lenny pulled out his iPhone and showed Ryan pictures of his family.
“Lovely,” Ryan commented. “I have a couple of kids myself.” Ryan pulled up the picture of his family on
his BlackBerry. “Teenagers,” he said, shrugging off any reasonable explanation of the goth-looking boys
staring out at them.
Lenny laughed. “Ah, well, family life is a blessing in itself.”
“I guess. But I’m confused,” Ryan said, changing the subject. “Did you sell your packaging business? Is
that why you have the time to study?”
“No, no, no, of course not,” replied Lenny. “But we have great people and great systems so I don’t need to
spend a lot of time running it. We make lots of sales, we deliver lots of product, and life is good, kineahora!”
“Your sales are still good? Even in this economy?” Ryan asked skeptically.
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“Actually, we’re doing even better now than we did last year.”
Ryan was perplexed. Everyone he knew was having trouble. He had some knowledge of Lenny’s sector—
one of his friends used to be in the packaging business before his company went under last year; it was just
as tough there as everywhere else. How could Lenny’s company be growing in sales with everyone struggling around him?
Ryan let his skepticism show: "Come on, Lenny. I run sales and marketing for a 50-year-old furnishing
company, and man, it’s been rough lately. How is it, with the slowing economy, that you are doing so well?
Is your packaging that good? Is it so different from all the other stuff out there?”
Lenny chuckled. “Well, I like to think our product is pretty good, but no, I wouldn’t say it’s groundbreaking, if that’s what you mean. To tell you the truth, I actually chalk it up to our sales and marketing approach. I think that’s what's kept us going and growing all these years, through both good and bad economic times.”
Now Lenny had Ryan’s full attention. “Really!” Ryan said. “What are you doing that’s so special and
new?"
“I’m not sure I would call it special,” said Lenny, "And it’s definitely not new. In fact it’s a pretty straightforward method that’s been used for roughly 3500 years.”
Ryan was sure his high-school friend was pulling his leg. The only working sales process that had been
around that long was "sex sells," and packaging was one of the least sexy products Ryan could imagine. "I
suppose next you’ll tell me that Socrates invented CRM.”
Lenny chuckled and started to answer, then caught the schedule board out of the corner of his eye. “Listen,
Ryan,” Lenny said. “I have to catch my train. Why don’t you meet me for lunch at my office on Monday
and I’ll show you what we've been doing? Give me your card, here’s mine. Come at 11 and we’ll catch up
over a nice steak. I know a great place.”
Ryan glanced at Lenny’s card and promised to be there. After all, he figured, the way things were going,
what did he have to lose?
As he settled in on the train home he looked at Lenny’s card:

Golden Box Packaging
Lenny Goldstein
Founder and CEO
718-555-1000
len@nonakedproduct.com

4248 18th Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11230

On the back was a memorable URL – www.NoNakedProduct.com.
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Ryan smiled and thought, “Hmm, original URL. Geez, you wouldn’t think a guy steeped in religious studies would be going around talking about nakedness. And then he got it: Packaging was like covering the
nakedness of a product. He smiled, both at the cleverness of the line and at his own thickheadedness in
missing the meaning the first time. It must be the heat – and the fact that Wolfson’s business problems were
getting him down.
He got on his train thinking about Lenny’s sister Miriam. She was his first girlfriend. They’d had some
great times… until she dropped him to date that jock when he’d left for college. Ouch!
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Chapter 2
Visiting The V.P.
Monday just before 11 o’clock, Ryan marveled at the Brooklyn neighborhood in which Lenny had chosen
to grow Golden Box Packaging, Inc. It seemed to be a mixture of business and residential buildings, and
most of the men were wearing hats like Lenny’s or the black skullcaps. The area was busy but not wealthy;
the cars parked on the streets were almost entirely functional – SUVs, caravans, old clunkers. The cars
parked outside Lenny’s building were nicer, but still modest. The building itself was almost indistinguishable from the ones near it, red brick and stone, with a sign bearing the logo on Lenny’s card. Inside, Ryan
was relieved to be in the air conditioning, out of the late August heat. The company was obviously doing
well. There was a buzz in the place that signaled a positive, growing business.
While he waited, (Lenny was finishing a call, the receptionist told Ryan), he picked up a Golden Box brochure from the coffee table, and noticed that the design and language was very similar to the website he had
visited over the weekend. He smiled again at the cleverness of the web URL, www.NoNakedProduct.com,
and liked the way Lenny’s marketing people had tied the copy to that theme. He also noticed one of the
pizza boxes that had been highlighted on the website. Apparently many pizza restaurants didn’t recognize
the beautiful canvas they had available for marketing messages. Lenny’s company had helped increase
revenues at several pizza places by “clothing” their pizza boxes with advertisements for pizza and even for
other products. Ryan mused that he’d probably buy more pizza if his favorite place had similar coupons on
their boxes for other local services.
Just then Lenny walked out and greeted Ryan warmly. “Come into my office. We’ll chat for a bit and then
we can head off to lunch.”
They wound their way through several large rooms of busy people at their desks, on phones, and talking
with each other in low tones. “You’ve built quite a company here,” Ryan said.
“We’re pretty happy,” Lenny responded. “We have about 120 people working here, and they do a great job.
We’re a sales-driven company and we’ve found a sales process that works well for us.”
“You mean this 3500 year process?” Ryan asked skeptically.
Lenny smiled, “Yes that.” He paused and looked thoughtful. “But before I am ready to share that process
with you, I should really introduce you to our V.P. of sales and marketing.”
“Great!” exclaimed Ryan, “I would love to meet him!”
Lenny grinned knowingly. “Did you visit our website?”
“Of course, it’s always the first thing I do whenever I get a business card or meet someone.”
“I figured you might,” Lenny said. “Most people do these days. I do it myself.”
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though it had been moderately effective in generating some online leads and home office sales, it wasn’t
bringing in the customers or orders it once did.
“Yes, and quite honestly that’s the reason I think I should introduce you to our V.P. before we talk about
our 3500-year-old process. One won’t do you much good without the other. The good news is that since
you’ve been to the Golden Box website, you’ve already seen the V.P. of sales and marketing.”
As they arrived at a hallway that obviously housed the company’s executives, Ryan thought for a second.
He had gone through the site thoroughly. He remembered the listings of the management team, but didn’t
remember seeing a Vice President of Sales and Marketing. There was an Operations VP, and a Business
Development VP, but he would have remembered the Sales and Marketing person since he held the same
title for his company.
They arrived in Lenny’s office. “Here you are. This is our VP,” beamed Lenny as he pointed to a large
plaque on the wall. The plaque read:

Golden Box Value Proposition
for Sales and Marketing
The Pain We Solve
Some products shouldn’t be sold naked. Most food, electronic and other consumer products need packaging
for storage, protection and preservation.
But packaging adds cost.
The Best Solution
Products should be clothed attractively in a cost-effective, creative manner that compels the buyer to
purchase more products.
Why We Are the Best Solution Provider
We employ creative experts to help make your good ideas great.
Our small-run capability gives us flexibility.
Our volume gives us the best resources at discount prices.
www.NoNakedProduct.com
Ryan stared at the plaque for a moment. “Ah,” he said. “Right, cute play on words. V.P., Value Proposition.” Of course Ryan was familiar with the term. He had helped develop the value proposition for Wolfson
Furnishings. It was a list of 10 features that, Wolfson executives believed, made the company better than
their competition. It certainly wasn’t as clean and concise as this, but this didn’t seem to have nearly the
depth of Wolfson’s list. And it didn’t talk about pain, which Ryan appreciated because he figured doing so
was probably a downer.
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Of course, looking at the plaque, it certainly seemed clear and compelling. He abruptly realized that the
value proposition, the website, and marketing materials all played on the naked vs clothed concept. It was
creative and certainly distinguished Golden Box from other companies. “Huh! How’d you develop this?”
“Before I answer that, there’s one more thing I want to show you, then I’ll explain over lunch. Let me grab
my hat.” Lenny grabbed his fedora and placed it on top of the yarmulke he was already wearing. “Oh, and
here’s a copy of our V.P. We give it out to all our people, and I think you’ll find it helpful for our conversation.” Lenny pressed a small laminated copy of the V.P. into Ryan’s hand. As they started the walk back
through the large rooms with the desks, Lenny whispered to Ryan, “OK. Pick any of my people and pretend
to be a customer.” Interested, Ryan nodded towards a young attractive brunette just hanging up the phone.
Ryan noticed on her desk she had a copy of the V.P. attached with a clip to a little figurine of a lion. He
looked around and realized that every desk had the same little lion figurine with a clip holding the card.
“Good choice,” smiled Lenny. “Courtney, please come over here for a moment. I would like you to meet a
long-time friend of mine, Ryan. Ryan, this is Courtney Franks. Courtney is one our most successful salespeople. Courtney, we’re headed out for lunch, but before we go Ryan has a question for you.”
Courtney smiled and shook the hand Ryan extended. “What can I help you with, Ryan?” Courtney asked.
“Could you briefly explain to me why I would want to do business with Golden Box? I mean, why you instead of one of your competitors?” Ryan inquired.
“I would be happy to,” said Courtney. “I assume you’re evaluating our company because you have something that requires packaging.” Ryan nodded. “Good. Well, we don’t want your product sitting out there on
the shelf naked, do we?”
Ryan couldn’t help but smile. Courtney continued. “I also assume you have concerns about how the packaging is going to add additional cost to your product. We’ve found that the best way to solve this problem is
to create attractive packaging with a sales message that sells more of your product. That way you can recoup some of your packaging cost from the messaging.
“At Golden Box we have some distinct advantages over our competition to help you build such a solution.
First, unlike our competitors we keep creative packaging experts on staff so we can work with your marketing people to create effective messaging in attractive packaging.” She winked at Ryan and subtly smoothed
her shirt against her side. “Clothing, as we like to call it.” Ryan laughed.
“Second, while we can do large runs, we have the ability to do small runs as well so we can test different
packaging options and quickly change to the option that works best.
“Finally, and I hope this addresses your biggest concern, we do a lot of work with major suppliers. Our
large volume gets us great discounts on materials, allowing us to pass that savings back to you.”
Courtney stopped. There it was, as efficient and compelling as the plaque itself. The whole conversation
took less than a minute and she had clearly communicated the entire value proposition in a clear and attractive manner. She had identified key differentiations between Golden Box and their competition. And all in
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less than the time it would take an elevator to get from lobby to penthouse for a cocktail party.
“Thank you, Courtney,” Ryan said. “That was extremely helpful.”
“Happy to oblige,” Courtney replied. “Let me know if I can help with anything else. Enjoy your lunch.”
Courtney returned to her desk.
Ryan turned back to Lenny, thinking hard. Courtney was obviously a smart woman. No wonder she was a
top salesperson. He really liked the way she kept to the script, but also seemed to make it her own. Of
course, this was the luck of the draw. He’d obviously happened to pick a rainmaker.
Lenny sensed Ryan’s skepticism. “Pick another.” Ryan looked around and pointed at a young guy sitting in
the middle of the office a good distance from Courtney’s desk. Lenny called out, “Gary, could you come
over here for a moment?” Again Lenny whispered an aside to Ryan, “Gary has been with us in sales for
about four months. He’s doing fairly well for a newbie. Fresh out of Rutgers, still a frat boy.” Ryan knew
how hard it was to get these newly minted college kids to follow the company line. They all seemed to either want to do it their own way to prove something to the boss, or they wanted all the reward with none of
the work.
Gary was introduced and the inquiry began. While Gary didn’t personalize the Value Proposition as well as
Courtney did, he still did a very effective job of communicating each point without his delivery sounding
canned or disingenuous. Ryan thanked Gary for his time and turned to Lenny.
“Would you like to try one more?” asked Lenny.
“No, I have a feeling they will all do just as well. Very impressive. You must have an intense sales training
program.”
“It’s good enough,” shrugged Lenny. “But truth be told, it didn’t do us much good until we got the messaging right. We struggled for a long time with getting our people to say the same things, let alone the right
things. Not because what they were saying wasn’t true, but mostly because what we had them saying wasn’t
compelling or memorable. It wasn’t until we nailed our Value Proposition that everyone started to really
become aligned with our sales process.”
Lenny led Ryan out the door. “Come on, I’m starved. Let’s talk over lunch and I’ll explain why it works so
well.”
A short walk later, Lenny guided Ryan into a kosher Argentinean restaurant, El Gaucho Glatt. Ryan was
slightly aware of the connection between Jews and South America since post-WWII, but just like in the old
days, Lenny never ceased to surprise him. The smell of meat wafted over them, and Ryan felt a little relieved they were going to a meat restaurant. He didn’t mind eating in kosher restaurants that were either
meat or dairy (which couldn’t be mixed), but he really wasn’t much for vegetarian food. Of course he knew
his odds of getting a Reuben sandwich or a BLT were definitely nil. Being kosher was really limiting – he
couldn’t imagine restricting his food like that!
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They were guided to one of the tables near the kitchen and were soon eating a fantastic appetizer of marinated beef tongue, which Ryan couldn’t recall having tried since he’d dined with Lenny’s family one Sabbath evening in high school. He was positive it hadn’t been this good in high school.
A good salesman, Ryan made sure he had his pad and pen out so he could jot down a reminder to himself
when he heard something useful. As they finished their appetizers and waited for their steaks, Ryan started
asking questions.
“So this V.P. of sales and marketing, this is the key to your success in this market?” Ryan asked.
“It’s part of it. It was a necessary step before we could apply the…”
“I know, I know!” Ryan interrupted, impatient. “The super-secret 3500 year process.”
“Don’t worry, my friend,” Lenny said. “We’ll get to it. But the V.P. is key, otherwise you’ll never get to
use the 3500-year-old process.”
“All right, fine,” Ryan retorted as their steaks arrived. “Go for it. Tell me how this V.P. came about.”
Over a really great steak – perfectly cooked and juicy – Lenny explained that he had attended a conference
on raising venture capital back in the 90’s, when dot-coms were just entering the mainstream. Most of the
conference was useless, but there was this one speaker who talked about pitching venture capitalists and
used this model of pain, solution, and best provider.
Lenny told Ryan how the notes had sat in a drawer collecting dust until a few months after the dot-coms
were no more, when sales were sluggish and he had been frustrated with lackluster performance from his
sales crew. He had hired and fired more sales managers than he could remember and, exasperated, had gone
to his notes looking for anything that would turn the business around. That’s when he reacquainted himself
with this Value Proposition concept. He brought in Courtney and a couple of other producing salespeople
and together over time they identified the three components. The Golden Box V.P. of Sales and Marketing
was born.
“So why does this Value Proposition work so well?” Ryan asked.
“Well first there’s the mechanics of the V.P.,” explained Lenny. “Many value propositions at other companies are either one sentence or they’re a laundry list of features that only take into account what executives
think makes their company better than the competition. They assume the potential customer already knows
why they’re approaching the company.”
“I’m not sure I follow,” said Ryan. “Isn’t a value proposition supposed to tout what your company does
best? And why would a customer come to your company if he didn’t need you?”
“Well, sure, the V.P. should talk to your company’s best qualities,” replied Lenny. “But what good is pushing your solution if you and your customer don’t understand or agree on the problem in the first place? In
today’s market there’s a lot of messaging out there, and answers become much more compelling when the
customer identifies with the questions.”
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“Hmmm, valid point. All right, tell me about the first statement in your V.P. I don’t know if I like this pain
idea.” Ryan grimaced. “It sounds so negative.”
Lenny nodded. “Yeah, I felt that way myself, at first. But then I understood. We’re not creating pain for
people. The pain is already there. Their products really are naked, and clothing them really does have costs.
We’re looking to articulate it clearly so that the customers who already feel that pain can find us.”
Ryan was intrigued. He’d often had problems getting his salespeople to show the customer they cared about
them, rather than about the salesperson’s own commissions. Lenny continued. “We immediately demonstrate that we understand the pain customers are already feeling. This helps them progress down the sales
process. When they hear us state the pain, and they identify with it, our credibility level is immediately
raised in their minds. By providing this statement we’re doing something that’s unfortunately considered
very rare in business.” Ryan looked quizzical, and Lenny chuckled. “We’re showing empathy.”
“Huh!” Ryan grunted.
“Once the pain is established, we provide resolution to the pain with an objective solution. In our case we
say that products should be clothed such that the buyer wants to buy more product.”
“Yeah, I noticed that,” Ryan said. “Why is it objective? Why not just hit them with your features right there
and then?”
Lenny leaned forward, excited, as he got to the good stuff. “People don’t like to be sold. By giving them an
objective solution to the pain, they are still absorbing and identifying information in an open manner. If we
hit them with the features now they’ll put their guard back up and may get defensive.”
“Fascinating,” Ryan thought. “These guys have really thought this through.”
“Of course the solution has to be exactly on target,” Lenny continued. “It must be the most obvious answer
to the pain. The really cool part is that when the solution is on point it resonates perfectly with the pain and
the customer gets a big AHA! That emotional impact with the customer makes us look like very smart experts. Now the customer is receptive to how well we know our business and their issues. At this point much
of the initial sales job is done.”
Ryan thought for a moment, moving the remains of his steak around his plate, then asked, “Doesn’t the pain
and solution statement become limiting? What if a potential client isn’t concerned about the cost on their
packaging or doesn’t want to advertise on the package… or doesn’t really feel they need packaging at all?”
“Ah,” Lenny nodded, pleased. “First of all, I’m not sure I know of anyone who feels they’re paying too little for their packaging. But look, we’re not out to convert the whole world to our way of thinking. We can’t
be everything to all customers. So this helps not only to attract like-minded customers, but also to repel
those we’ll probably never close. This creates much greater efficiency in our sales process. My salespeople
don’t have to spend a lot of time selling people who most likely will never buy. The salespeople are happier
because their sales percentages are higher and they don’t waste time on difficult sales.”
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“All right,” said Ryan. His writing hand was starting to hurt – he was getting so much good stuff! He
thought for a moment, then pulled out his copy of the Golden Box V.P. “So I love the way the ‘Best Solution Provider’ part works,” Ryan commented. “How’d you get your pitch so clear and compelling on what
makes Golden Box the best solution provider?”
“I have to admit for this part I had help,” Lenny confessed. “At first we struggled to make it concise. Like
you, we had a long list of features, but, truthfully, not all of them were that interesting or different from our
competition. Some didn’t even really relate to the pain we were identifying. This was part of the reason our
salespeople were struggling. They were all presenting different sets of features. They would talk about the
features they thought were interesting or sometimes just the ones they remembered. Some of the statements
were stuff our competitors were also claiming.
“Their pitches were clumsy, inconsistent and mostly ineffective. Customers were walking away with different perspectives of what Golden Box was all about. It was very rarely compelling. We didn’t even have
agreement on which customers we were trying to sell to! Once we whittled down to three differentiating
features that related to the pain we identified and the solution we presented, it was easy for our salespeople
to get their pitch down and start attracting clients.”
“So what sort of help did you get?” Ryan asked.
“We brought in a business growth guru to work with us on creating what he calls a brand promise. He told
us that the heart of our marketing message had to be a clear statement of the three reasons we truly matter to
a customer, and that also make us different from our competitors.
“We used his material, looked at what we were doing differently from our competitors and used the criteria
to form the last statement. It’s worked well.”
“Interesting, I’ll look him up online,” said Ryan. “Hm. I think we may need to work on revamping our
Value Proposition. Actually, I think we need to work on creating one in the first place. It seems such a simple set of statements, though. Does a short pitch like that really make the sale for you?
“Generally, no,” Lenny replied. “It’s a conversation starter. It needs to be quick and memorable. But it
should be rich enough to get the customer interested in moving forward. If they hear you say it, they should
want to know more. If they see it in your collateral they should want to go to your website, and if they see it
on your home page, they should want to click on specific phrases to dig in further in the site.”
“Interesting.”
“It’s also a conversation ender if done correctly,” Lenny continued. “If you present it to prospects and they
don’t relate to the empathy then you know they aren’t the right customers for you. That saves you time and
resources.”
“I like that,” Ryan noted. “Is there anything else I need to know about the Value Proposition before we get
started on rewriting it?”
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Lenny paused to think for a moment. “The key is that the V.P. has to be pervasive. It must be the core of all
of your marketing materials, including your website. And make it true and meaningful so your salespeople
don’t feel conflicted when they go out to sell it. Your people have to make it their own and be consistent in
the way they deliver it. If it’s not memorable for your sales team, then it’s probably not going to be memorable for your clients, either.”
Lenny started, and checked his watch. He tossed some twenties on the table and stood up. “Hey, Ryan, I’ve
gotta go. I booked another meeting for after lunch, and I just barely have time to get back to the office.”
“Wait! What about the 3500-year-old secret?” Ryan asked.
“Describing the process the right way will take a long time, my friend. I’m happy to share it another time.
Next week starts the high holidays, then Sukkoth, and then the fall trade shows… I won’t be around for at
least six weeks. Tell you what,” Lenny said. “You’ve got a lot to do if you’re going to revamp your V.P.
Call me when you have it figured out and we’ll get together again. Hey, it was really great seeing you,
Ryan!”
And with that Lenny left the restaurant.
As the check came (less than Lenny had dropped – apparently he had paid for Ryan’s lunch), Ryan looked
through the notes he had taken during their discussion. He knew his machine was nowhere near as well
oiled as the sales division at Golden Box, and suddenly realized he had a lot of work to do.
“Fine,” he thought. Before the CEO of Wolfson Furnishing has reason to fire the current V.P. of Sales and
Marketing, Ryan would bring in a new V.P. …a new Value Proposition, that is.
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So far, so good?

If you’re like us, you’re dying to know what happens next! But now there’s no more book to read!
Wouldn’t it be great if you could find out what happens AND learn the secret of the 3500-year-old process?
Buy ROAR! now! Not only will you learn all of Lenny’s success secrets, but you’ll also get included in the
first print run, which has a special section on how to use ROAR for your personal benefit. AND you’ll get a
coupon for a free personal-benefit ROAR webinar from Kevin Daum. But you’ll only get this if you buy
today!!
Talk to your local bookstore or go to www.awesomeroar.com right now and join the Quest for the Jewish Super Bowl Ring!
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Are You Ready to ROAR???
Buy ROAR!
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The Quest for the Jewish Super Bowl Ring.
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Buy today to get the special edition with the
Chapter on using ROAR methods for
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Go to www.AwesomeRoar.com where you can order
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